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FROM THE DIRECTOR'S DESK
Greetings to you our dear reader for the first edition of the Shajara la Sarakasi Newsletter! The first
quarter of the year has been a busy rush for us at Sarakasi Trust, with a couple of exciting projects
being at the center of our operations. Since the pandemic hit Kenya in early 2020 we had to halt a lot of
our routine programs, including productions as well as artist training sessions and Dome bookings, but
that has since embarked, given the lifting of the countrywide lockdown and other COVID related
measures.
At the very beginning of this year, we got to launch the Talanta na Amani Social Arts Development
Course. This project aims at empowering 100 youth with social and economic skills, particularly
targeting those in the arts, as an effort toward mitigating gang violence while promoting peaceful
coexistence in the communities they reside within, in Nakuru City. The project is funded by the US
Embassy Nairobi and shall be running for a total of eight months.
We also got to witness the launch of the Panga Sanaa Fellowship in March, which is a program built
mainly for action-oriented leaders of creative sector Associations in Kenya, and it aims at strengthening
the leadership and membership capacities of participating associations, within the Music and Digital
Arts categories. The program is supported by Sarakasi Trust, GIZ, German Development Corporation
supported by Goethe Institute, and Masson Associates who have developed the curriculum of this
training and it will be running for the next 8 months at Sarakasi Dome.
We also got an award this year, at the inaugural Kenya Theatre Awards, which were held at the Kenya
Cultural Center on 17/2/22 where we won the best choreography in the original musical play category.
We are delighted to be partnering with Creative Art Spaces in Kenya, (CASIK). Under CASIK the trust
will receive new sound and lighting equipment for its platform the Sarakasi Dome as well as training for
event staff and funding to organize tours. We also got to move offices to the second floor of Sarakasi
Dome, hosted the DJ and Break Dancing Workshops courtesy of CASIK, and held capacity building
training, supported by Circo e Dintorni, Youth Acrobata World, in conjunction with the Erasmus Project
funded by the European Union. Many thanks to all our partners.
In between the many programs that we have going on, we are delighted to share our milestones with
you as we hope that you shall enjoy this read.
In case of any feedback, comments, complaints, or compliments, reach out to us at
info@sarakasi.co.ke
Kind regards,
Managing Director
Marion Op het Veld.
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ONGOING PROJECTS
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Director at Sarakasi Trust Marion Op het Veld,
Creative Manager Coach Edwin Ooro, Sarakasi’s
Finance and Operations Manager Lilian Mwari,
Project Coordinator Choreographer Oscar Mwalo,
Project Assistant Joseph Kiige, Project Trainer
Eunice Wambui, as well as communications officer
Anne Wanyoike.

The Sarakasi and the US Embassy team
pose for a photo at the launch.

Talanta na Amani is a Social Arts Development Course, targeting youth aged between 16-30
years. Through this activity, Sarakasi will empower artists with mentorship sessions, capacity
building workshops, life skill knowledge production and overall socio-economic empowerment
that is deemed crucial to enhance the entertainment industry in Nakuru while simultaneously
promoting peaceful coexistence, social change and alleviating gang violence and manipulation
by political forces, in light of the upcoming elections and current volatile situation within Nakuru
City and its environs.
At an interview session with the press during the launch, Mr. Christopher Machin from the
American embassy expressed in a statement, “We as the American Embassy are interested in
supporting the youth in various skillsets, that we feel are important in raising them to be
economically and socially empowered. We also saw the need to diversify the talent pool, and we
commend Sarakasi Trust for doing a great job with auditioning the participants, as this would
help us reach out to more artists in an attempt to create inclusion in the training…”
As with many projects that we have undertaken in the past, the question of sustainability keeps
on springing up in the process of decision-making as well as modelling the frameworks that we
choose to work with in creating such platforms. Our Managing Director Marion remarked in a
statement on the issue, “We undertook various measures in the auditions process, where we
ensured that the talented youth came with a clear vision for not only their skill set in the arts, but
also were armed with the awareness that they carry a mandate that goes beyond themselves. It
was important to us, that they carry out ambassadorial roles back in their communities, by way of
mentoring others, upholding values that we teach them such as peaceful coexistence,
leadership, conflict resolution among others.
The program shall be running till August 2022, with the hope to achieve positive outcomes as
earlier on mentioned.

PANGA SANAA FELLOWSHIP LAUNCH

The 1st of March marked the launch
of the Panga Sanaa program at
Sarakasi Dome. The Fellowship is
designed mainly for action-oriented
leaders of creative sector associations
in Kenya, aimed at strengthening the
structural and operational capacities
of
participating
associations,
particularly the Film, Music, Digital,
and Visual Arts categories.
The program shall be carried out
within 9 months, with a major focus on
key areas including; Advocacy tools &
tactics for policy reform, campaigning
for shared goals & aspirations,
business modeling & sustainability,
essentials of strategic planning,
branding & strategic communications,
good leadership & governance, valueadded services for members among
others.
During the launch, one of the
curriculum designers Miss Alix
Masson remarked “We came together
to create more room for Kenyan
creatives to step up and do the work
that needs to be done, within the
sector, for we realized that policy
alone is not enough…” “Sustainability
and thought leadership are among the
gaps which this Fellowship will bridge
while being aware that the artists
themselves have to connect the dots,
in service of the greater creative
economy. “she added.

The unique approach that Panga
Sanaa hopes to execute is to take the
leaders through three stages namely
incubation,
dialogue,
and
consolidation. While the creative
sector has long been ostracized from
organized
action
and
policy
frameworks
that
may
create
guidelines within itself, designing
avenues for incubating the creative
associations, ensures that they are
empowered to focus on matters
governance, systems and structures,
sectoral collaborations, and member
services, while challenging them to
chart a cause towards individual and
organizational development.
At the dialogue stage, the program
will explore tools and avenues, in a
bid to engage with the government
directly and raise intricate issues that
need to be addressed, in the
promotion of the Arts. Finally, the
consolidation stage will see the
outcomes reconciled in an attempt to
gauge the success of the program, its
internalizations, and implementation.
In attendance was Mr. Kiprop Langat,
Director at the Ministry of Sports,
Culture and Heritage who hailed
‘Panga Sanaa’ as a necessary
intervention
remarking
“The
government has launched a cultural
and creative industries framework
that is aimed at boosting existent
artists and creating more room for the
participation of new players…” He
exhorted the attendees.

Speaking at the launch, the
fellowship’s resident policy expert,
Prof. Kimani Njogu highlighted the
need to look at policy as a tool for
action, legal regulation, and best
practices, while highlighting that
strong policies enable sustainable
funding of the arts and culture
economies, as well as optimizing
creative work environments.
The
associations
shortlisted
include,
Photographers
Association of Kenya (PAK), Art
Society of Kenya(ASK), Kenya
National Visual Artists Association
(KNVAA), Alliance of Slum Media
Organizations (Africa Grassroots
Media Alliance), Association of
Animation Artistes Kenya (AAAK),
Filmmakers in Kenya Association
(FIKA), Kenya Association of
Music Producers (KAMP), Kenya
Musicians
and
Performers
Association(KEMPA),Entertainmen
t and Arts Journalists Association
of Kenya (EAJAK) and Association
of Visual Artists and Collectives
(AVAC).
The program is supported by GIZ
(the
German
Development
Cooperation, Kenya Office) in
collaboration with Goethe Institute,
Masson
Associates,
Sarakasi
Trust and shall be hosted at the
iconic Sarakasi Dome, Ngara.
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ARTIST CORNER
John Baraka is one of Sarakasi’s multi-talented, remarkable,
and performing art dancers with seven years under his belt. In
this interview with Anne Wainyoike, he recalls how his dance
journey began, together with all the ins and outs of being a
Sarakasi artiste. The star who has been performing since the
year 2000 has recently performed at the Kenya National
Theatre and French exhibition.

"The masters of the world learn from
themselves and others because they have
learned twice."
The artist's first performance was at kindergarten shortly
before he started his O-levels. He was introduced to
performing during a parent’s day meeting at his school where
he was asked to perform a Kiswahili poem. Since then he got
priority to perform during school events, this experience
boosted his confidence level.
Baraka later transferred to a public primary school where he did not get top priority to perform. When he joined
secondary school he became an exemplary leader for four years, this helped him boost his performance confidence.
He then gained interest in dancing at the catholic church drama festivals after he finished his final year in secondary
school.

The Confused Baraka entered the Sarakasi studio and found well-trained dancers who knew the choreography as
they moved in style and synergy while showing excellent technique. As he prepared for the first show he had his first
encounter with coach Edu, Baraka could not believe that the talented coach from Tusker Project Fame was his
Coach. He quickly realized that behind his loud voice and strict rules he was a sweet and caring person. One of the
greatest lessons learned from his coach was that “to become a leader you have to lead yourself first.”
Baraka’s first show getting paid was for under Safaricom for the ‘Ngurumisha na Safaricom’. He recalls the pressure
of performing as the only junior amongst seniors who were used to performing. He realized that he needed to find his
position among them and perform to his level best. Telling most African parents that you would like to pursue a career
in arts is usually a difficult conversation and it was nothing short than that for Baraka, even with an open-minded
father like his. Sadly, his deceased father never got to see him dance because he got hospitalized the year he joined
Sarakasi.
This artist who believes that dreams never die would still like to go to college and pursue microbiology and technique.
He quotes that it’s not always about going big now rather about the small steps that will push you to the next level’.
The artist who joined Sarakasi at just the age of 19 years has evolved and shown so much growth in his seven years,
from different responsibilities to leadership he has become the reasonable voice of his fellow dancers. The 27-yearold believes that he is at his prime and he will continue to dance while going to school to be certified in his
profession.
Amongst the wide array of memorable moments, Baraka had experienced with us, his highlight was the opportunity to
work with the Nigerian Afro-pop female singer Yemi Alade in 2019. The shoot which was done in Maasai Mara at the
heart of Kenya’s wildlife conservative made him feel like dance choose him, and he chose to dance. He got the
chance to perform with her through Oscar Mwalo one of our elite choreographers and Sarakasi's newest father.
Baraka’s journey trying to preserve his mental health has been a very intentional one filled with exercise and practice.
He believes that the body cannot work when the brain is tired and vice versa, both go hand in hand. The artist who
channels his emotions and feelings through art realizes that he was driving himself through a pit of depression when
he carried everything on his shoulder with no idea of how he would decompress, with the pressure of having to be the
best. He started shutting people off and keeping in his struggles instead of letting them out. After 3 years Baraka
realized that it was up to him to take care of himself both physically and emotionally.

SARAKASI KWA GROUND

IMPACT STORIES:TALANTA NA KAZI

The Talanta na Kazi Project funded by the US Embassy Nairobi saw 200+ participants graduate from the Talent
Management Course at the Coastal Counties of Kilifi and Mombasa. Mostly due to unsuspected challenges such as
the pandemic; it was a journey full of surprises, ups and downs, but most of all, a huge breakthrough. For more
information about the project visit our website https://sarakasi.org/talanta-na-kazi/
Since its conclusion in June 2021, we have been following up with some of the participants from the project, to find
out how it impacted them, what they have built with the knowledge they have gained from it, and how their lives
were transformed as a result. Sit back as we take you on a journey full of stories of hope, impact and
transformation.
Ali Abdalla Mawazo, AKA Bella Classic says that he won’t stop at anything, until he actualizes his dreams of
becoming a top artist in the continent of Africa and beyond. He recounts his experience at the Talanta na Kazi
training, as he shares with us some of his highlights from the training and the impact that it has had on him, his
musical career and his community.
Anne: Are you involved with spreading the knowledge that
you gathered from the training to your community?
Ali: Indeed! As an artist, I believe that the community has
raised me, and so it is my job to give back to it, in whichever
way possible. During my free time, I teach youth in my
community music and poetry writing. As you know, the Coastal
region is widely plagued by the drug abuse menace. A lot of my
peers are in crime and drugs, yet they are so talented. I have
found out that using the arts to educate and sensitize them from
these vices is such an effective method. I have some who have
pledged to turn away from the vices.
Anne: How sustainable is this initiative?
Ali: I am glad that you ask. I book some shows for the very
talented youth within the community, who don’t have any means
Anne: Briefly introduce yourself to us…
to get around the industry; and thus I am able to extend the
Ali: My name is Ali Mawazo, AKA Bella Classic and I am a 25- impact to the community. Most of my work also involves
year-old professional musician from Mombasa.
sensitizing the community about emergent issues. When the
Anne: What is the most outstanding thing that you learnt Pandemic hit, I was contacted by the County Government to
from Talanta na Kazi?
work with them, to create music that sensitizes the community
Ali: I appreciate the fact that the curriculum was largely around safety and awareness for this project, which opened up
centered around the artist and not just the art. I was exposed opportunities for the youth back in my community.
to some personal work, where I had to take the time to know I hope to set up structures where I can lead them in creating
and understand myself as an individual and from this, I have more art. Thankfully, the Course also prepared me for active
been able to dictate how I show up to the world. This would leadership roles, I am glad that I have somewhere to begin.
not have happened, if I wasn’t enrolled at the program.
Anne: What are your future plans?
Anne: Is there anything else that you picked up from the Ali: For now, I hope to keep building my businesses. I also
training?
have some exciting projects that I am working on at the studio. I
Ali: Oh yes. I also learned a lot about branding and social am looking forward to big collaborations this year, quite frankly I
media marketing. I have to admit; I was never keen on the am excited to see my musical horizon expanding beyond Kenya
way that I chose to use my social media platforms prior to the to the rest of the world.
training. This drastically changed when we were taken through Anne:Any final remarks…
the basics of how to leverage on digital capital, reaching Ali: I am so grateful to the US Embassy and Sarakasi Trust for
potential audiences and clients in curving out a market niche bringing Talanta na Kazi to us. I have been exposed to so much
for myself.
possibility throughout the program, and hopefully me
Anne: How is business looking like so far?
succeeding in my art business, will be proof that I understood
Ali: I can’t complain for now. From the knowledge that I got the concepts taught to me at the program.
from the training, I was able to secure a loan where I bought a Thank you once again!
boda boda, through which I have employed my brother as a
rider, and I am also able to get some income from the same.
Musically, I realize that I am getting more shows, all thanks to
the networking and negotiating skills that I got, during my time
at Talanta na Kazi.
I am optimistic that by the close of the year 2022, I shall have
launched a cloth and shoe selling business. I am saving up
towards that, so that I can employ others within my community
and invest more in quality music production.

PARTNER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS
We would like to appreciate all our partners for their support.
US Embassy Nairobi.
Many thanks to the US Embassy Nairobi, for funding the former Talanta na Kazi Project
and the ongoing Talanta na Amani Project.
CASIK and Alliance Francaise
We acknowledge the CASIK program for their collaboration with us, to rehabilitate our
Dome.
Safaricom PLC
We acknowledge the support of our partners Safaricom PLC, for their support in our
Audience Building Program.
African Culture Fund
We acknowledge the ACF for sponsoring our website, under a special grant given to us for
this.
We acknowledge Masson Associates,GIZ, Goethe Institute and German Corporation for joint
collaboration in supporting the Panga Sanaa fellowship.
Youth Acrobata World under the Erasmus Project.
We acknowledge the YAW, Erasmus Project and Circo e Dintorni for joint collaboration in
artist capacity building workshops.

OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• We offer dance, acrobatics, gymnastics and fitness training to adults.
• We train dance, gymnastics, acrobatics and ballet in our Kid's Program.
• Dome hire.
• Outsourcing dancers and acrobats for entertainment.
• Creative consultancy

SARAKASI TRUST
P. O. Box 33339 – 00600
Ngara – Nairobi, Kenya.Ngara Rd, Opp Posta
0722814133
info@sarakasi.co.ke
Website: https://sarakasi.org/
Follow us on socials @Sarakasitrust

